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INTRODUCTION 

Quality assurance (QA) of Multileaf collimation

(MLC) is one of the main points of any LINAC QA

program. The Agility MLC have different

properties than most of the MLCs, like less interleaf

transmission.



PURPOSE

Make a software for MLC quality assurance (QA)

using the electronic portal imaging device (EPID) in

an Elekta Synergy LINAC with Agility head and

make this process as fast as possible.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Localize the isocenter projection in the EPID for every

gantry angle to check.

Mean Isocenter projection of 4 collimator angles.

 Vector displacement for collimator 0º to mean

Isocenter projection -> Just do coli. 0º in QA.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Elekta iCOMCAT software send to LINAC the strip-

test segments as a unique treatment -> fastest

way to irradiate.



MATERIALS AND METHODS

 Elekta iView EPID software is not fast enough to

acquire full irradiation of each segment.

 To avoid erroneous pixel values -> Fluency

corrections of these segments
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Vertical profiles showing leaf  transmission differences.
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Correct collimator angle  ->   filtered back projection



RESULTS

 The acquisition and analysis of a strip-test take less than

6 min.

First leaf profile and first abutment profile 



RESULTS

 The differences in leaf positions compared with other

measurement method are beyond 0.1 mm.



CONCLUSIONS

 The methodology employed analyzes a MLC strip-

test in an Elekta LINAC in a fast and precise way.


